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Abstract 

This paper describes an intelligent dat . 

of a general-purpose decision s upport syste':nre!~~ve~ ~~~m,T~signed as .Part 

aHempt at formalizing the interact· b • • . IS system IS a.n 
• lOll e.ween the dat ) · a1 · . 

real physical organization in the databases ". o~c VIew and Its 

from expert-system knowledg . . T he formallzatlon chosen comes 

has been realized using an obJ:;tepr~se:ledtatJJ~bn technology. Hs implementation 
-onen. 1 rary of SJCStus Prolog. 

1 IDEA: An Overview 

IDEA is a decision support system desi ed [. . 
and analyzing statistical data relative tgnl . dor .a. manage~ m the need of computina 

T 0 lis ecJston malong d · 
. ;vo sets of problems arise in the desi . of this ki omam. 

Wi th mterfacing in put data coming fro rlt d nd of systems. The first has to do 

of a set of relevant management ind'm t I ere;~ atabases and with the construction 

related to the application domain. It :::::~s tble tecon~ se~ of problems is strictly 

to support a correct interpretation of th e or:~ltz~tlon of methods and rulea 

decision making process. e compute llldJcators and thus the final 

The current development of IDEA h 1 d 
set. It has built an in telligent data t . asl so ve most of the problems in the first 

re neva system whi 1 • bl . 
and computing knowled"e about t f d . I ~ l IS capa e of representlllg 

Th I . o a se o omam-speclfic rna t . d' 
e ana YSIS and interpretation of tl . d' . nagemen tn Jcators. 

h 
1ese tn 1cators will b b d 

tee nologyl and it is currently under desi<rn d d I e ase on expert system 
As a resul h. . o an eve opment. 

t, t IS paper wtll report our experience in the d . . 
of only the first component of tile fi I d . . esJgn and Implementation 
b na ec1s1on support sy t Th · 

owever, already contains a large portion of the ... t II' s em. ts component, 

analysis component. tn e Jgence" needed for the data.-

Interfacingl merging and elaboratin data comi 
sources represents an everyday problem gfor e I n~ from s~veral and heterogeneous 

People who need to produce statistics C. p op e 7 o work tn database applications. 
I or examp e, must often combine quantities 
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tl1'" .1 iu di fferent systems and located in different sites. This task may become qui te 

tllf ll, 11l L 11i ncc different database management systems (DBMS) have different access 

,., .. ,,.durc!l and even the same data, when stored in different databases, may have 

uutlf 1plr formats and encodings. 
111 ru n.ny applica,tions, the final user does not have sufficient computer knowledge, 

111 th •t ·u not master all the names and organizations of the databases he needs Lo query. 

ll11 111.1lut ion which is usually adopted and which is often responsible for delays and 

tllhmudt•rstandings, is to consult database experts. 

A•• 1111 answer to all these problems, IDEA is an attempt at formalizing the in

h 1111 bon between a logical view of the data, which is used in the computation and 

rh • lrllou-making process, and its real physical organization in the databases. The 

'"'"11' 11 ~1\t ion chosen comes from knowledge-representation technology imported from 

••I"'' t 11ystems. 
More specifically, IDEA provides the application-domain manager with a uniform 

fr nuu•work to define, elaborate and report statistical computations based on data 

wll II heterogeneous nature and organization . IDEA users can enter data queries, 

will• h may involve s tatistical or mathematical computations, without any knowledge 

ul tlH• J a tabases which will answer the query. 

IDEA then acts as an interpreter between the application domain and the databases. 

II kuows both application-domain and technical jargon. It understands what the user 

wuuf 11 to compute and it knows how to solve the problem by consulting its knowledge 

l t iVll'll. 

lipecial efforts were put in the design of an easy-to-use, highly interactive and 

ruh11 11t graphical interface. Multiple solutions to a query, ambiguous or inconsistent 

'I"MY specifications, substitu tion of unavailable data, are all problems solved asking 

Mit u ~:~c r for further information. To make the interaction easier, the system works in 

11 II I'01Jositive manner: the user can always cl10ose among different IDEA proposals. 

l~i nally, IDEA allows the decision making manager to update and extend the 

md11ting knowledge bases, through a syntax-directed editor of computable objects. 

Th ill is motivated by the recognition that the abili ty to modify the knowledge bases 

l~t till essential feature of decision support systems , particularly in the data analysis 

plli\IJC. We have verified, however, that even in the early stage of decision making, 

when indicators are computed, the choice of which indicators are relevant is a major 

udluencing factor of the final outcome. Such choice must therefore be controllable by 

I. he decision-making manager. 

2 The System Architecture 

The design of IDEA architecture for intelligent data retrieval was strongly influenced 

by the two major requirements mentioned in the introduction: 

• The decision maker, ident ified as IDEA end user, was to be able to define and 

use objects in the system by means of high-level descriptions, based solely on a 

s imple, formalized language, strongly related to the application domain. 
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• The availability of new databases or the substitution of old ones were recognized 
as frequent events in real applications. These events were therefore t.o involve 
only a minimal change in the system. That meant leaving the definitions of 
logical object representations and of management indicators unchanged. 

As a consequence of these requirements, IDEA architecture reflects a complete 
independence between knowledge about the application domain, that we call logical 
knowledge, and knowledge about available data and DBMS access methods, that we 
call physical knowledge. We can see the system as built of two descriptive layers, a 
logical layer and a physical layer. 

A computation is an inference process which attempts to translate information 
of the logical layer into the corresponding information in the physical layer. Upon a 
user's query, IDEA dynamically finds the set of operations and data in the physical 
layer which best fits, according to a set of rules, the logical description given by the 
original query. The logical and the physical layers are organized in a set of knowl
edge bases, each representing a specific system functionality. A similar architectural 
solut ion can be found in (6). 

Besides these kernel layers, the architecture includes a graphical user interface, 
a server for interfacing remotely connected databases, and an internal relational 
database, locally connected to IDEA knowledge bases. 

IDEA graphical i_nterface is a set of tools for the interaction with the computa
tional layers. T his part of the system is completely general. Ilowever, each tool has 
the capability, consulting the knowledge bases, to become instantiated to a specific 
domain-based tool, and to commun icate using application domain jargon. This is the 
only ID EA layer directly visible to its end-user. 

IDEA Remote Query P rocessor is a server module which manages the commu
nication between IDEA and remote database systems. It accepts a database query, 
satisfies it and sl«;>res the resulting tuples in a temporary relation in IDEA internal 
database. 

The following sections of this paper will discuss the design and implementation 
of the logical and physical layers of the architecture. A description of the graphi
cal interface can be found in [8], while issues related to remote database access are 
described in [5]. 

3 A specific application: Decision Making in Health 
Care 

Even though IDEA was designed as a general, domain-independent system, through
out the rest of the paper we will refer to one of its current applications: aiding the 
decision making process in the management of public health care. The purpose is 
twofold . One the one side, a specific application domain allows us to show how real 
problems were solved by IDEA. On the other side it helps avoiding an excess of 
abstraction in describing the system. 

Health-care management involves identifying the major sources of health problems 
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. ulation and making relevant decisions on how to best use the available 
Ill n gaven pop . ' lve these identified problems. 
11111111\ll and finan~lal. resources t~ ~h· case epidemiological indicators, such as mor-M IUlagement tndlcators are, m lS ' t/ ff. tivness l llll ty rates, health-risk indicators, ho~~ital efficiency measurements, cos e ec 
IIHilcntors of planned health-care pohcles, t~· d d databases such as the national D•~la values are retrieved (rom a set o s an ar ' 1 1 h alth-

1 t
. d mortality databases hospitalization reports collected by oca e J111plll\ 10 0 an • .. 

''" '' districts, pharmacological prescnptlon reports, etc. 

,, Implementation Issues 
. ed 1 d uite naturally to an object-oriented implementa.-'l'lu• nrchitecture we destgn , ea q 1 t t • of IDEA domain know\-. d · structura represen a ton . tltm. ObJects allowe us ~ con~Jse .d . logical entities. Furthermore, usmg "'IKe' nnd of the main relattOnsbtps among ept emto t f given classes of . . d 1 . ere able t.o construct proto ypes o aut uhJect-oncnte angu~ge .we w W th defined new objects in that class by a llhjc•cts, for example an tndlcator. . e. e~ . 

•lnlple and concise definition-by-spectal tza~t~~ tec~mque. ot adequate to express 
In IDEA, however, object-oriented facthttes a one were nb h . A language h ... t II" t" arts of the system e avtOur. t 111• functionalities of L e 10 e .•ge~ . Pf t .11 ·ted to represent domain-dependent wlt.hout any sort of inference engme ~~ m ac ' -sut 

lu r••rcnce rules and reasoning strategies. . l objects are often identified 
In the context of knowledge representatton anguages, the lee structuring device 

wiLh the notion of fram~s, follow~~t~!]K~~~l:~·g~~; ~~:nagem~nt Systems [3], (4) . 
\u allost of the commer~tally aval ha f ad·gm with production rule languages, 'lust of these systems mtegrate t e rame par I • . f 1
' • • f ·1· r b Ie of log~c m erence. In form hybrid representatiOn act I tes, ca ap I d .d d th t the most direct 

1 . . t lays a central ro e, we eel e a Since in IDEA ogle m eren~e P . d 1 ·Lecture could be obtained by using 
lauplcment.ation of. IDEA spectfic~~tOn a~ ar~~~ mented with object-oriented facili
" logic programnung language, hke ~~Eo;, k : ledge bases Indeed Prolog has a 
I.IPH necessary to correctly structure} . no ~,· s wh.lch .makes the semantics of 

d t . 1 and dec arattve seman 1c , · W4'11-understoo opera IOna d b Fu tl rmore with Prolog, we were 
IIH~A reasonling rules) cnlgeauarg:nt! ~:pyle~en~ t~: inte~1i~:nt pa;ts of the system as well 1\IM lo use t 1e same a 
1\11 Its standard computational parts. . d b ·ect-oriented This last point is what mostly distinguishes a solutiOn bashe. hon f~n o Jeed to resort 

d b d d KBM systems w IC 0 ven n l'rolog, from the one adople y stan.: d ate com~utational facilities to their l,o languages like Lisp of C, to provl e a equ 
knowledge basis. . . ob ·ect oriented library of SICStua 1 OEA is implemented Ill SICStus-ObJects, an J . . t (2) for the 
l'rolog (1) , in conjunction with the APPEAL progranumng envuonmen ' 
ll tWr interface modules. ~ ted by SlCStus P ro1og (and con-Thanks to the large number of plat orms ~u~por tern connected to an X-window 
lillqucntlTy lby. AlPPEIAdLa)t,albD;:u:~~si~~l:~urr~:;t ~~~plementation ' is IN ORES. now-11r rll\ln . l e 10 ern <\ 
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t•vcr, we envision no major difficulties in orti . 

relational database which supports staniard ;~~~r PrologfSQL mterface to another 

5 The Knowledge Bases of the Logical Layer 

T he main purpose of IDEA logical layer is to defi · 
of computable ObJ'ects We dt'stt' . h b ne a set of htgh-level logical views 

. · nguts etween two types of b · ts· . bl . 
are logtcal descriptions of tuples direct) bt . bl f. o Jec . vana es, whach 

indicators which are tuples obtained as~ ;ra~~na e ro~ o~e of the databases, and 

ables, event~ally produced by different d~tab~~ combmattons of one or more vari-

Both vanables and indicators rep t d · . 
the logical entities of a specific app~i~:t~on.o~~~-specJfic k_nowledge wh_ich describes 

values are used to select variable v J d . are quahfied by attnbutes, whose 

variables and attributes is only lo~~~: ~~~~~ea ;om~utation . The difference between 

to fields of ~ relation or to some aggregation of fi:~~s ases they may both correspond 

The logtcal layer implements also the o . j 
indicator values. This operational knowle~era~rona knowled?e needed to compute 

application domain except r-or p 'bl ge _ts completely mdependent from the 
' 

1' OSSJ e constramts that 1· · 
on some operations. · an app tcat10n may require 

5.1 Variables 

From a technical point of view · bl d . . 
ment is identified as the variabie ~~~a d 'es t" r;tdJcators are tuples, whose first. ele

sent attribute values. For exam le ;~ ; ca or _va u:, an~ whose other elements repre

population , qualified by the attibut heleptdemtologtca) fi eld , a typical variable is 

variable represents the number of p ~ p tee,_ time , age and sex. A value of this 

plac~ at a given tillte. The SICSt eo~~ ot a ~Jven ~ge. and sex who live in a given 

·ical variable population is the foU~sw~ni~c co e wluch Implements the epidemiolog-

population(AttLiat) :: { 
auper(variable) t 

name(population) t 

output_default(hystogram, [ti=e, place, sex, age)) t 

value(Tuple) :- I • external interface •I 
Belt :: value(Tuple, 0) l 

value(Tuple,Inst) :- I• internal interface •I 
super <: value(AttLiat, Tuple, Inst) l 

value{Op, Tuple, Inst) :-
1• Op ia a statistical operator •I 

super <: value(AttLiat , Op, Tuple, Inst) t 

I • attribute order name and type (granularity ) •I 

b~tribute(1, place, city) l 
ftLtribute(2, age, year) l 
bttribute(3, aex, aex) l 
ft ~tribute (4, tiae, year) 

J . 
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>¥here :: is the message sending a.nd <: the message delegating operators. As the above 

tl11 (111itiou shows, variables (as well as indicators) are computed by sending a value message 

lo the corresponding object in the knowledge base: 

vnriable_name>(Attlist) :: value(Ansver). 

lt. t List may contain input values for one or more of the variable (indicator) at

Lr•hutes. No value specified for a given attribute means, by default , that that attribute 

!l ot~ not constrain the value. In this case, the variable (indicator) is computed for 

liVery known value of that attribute. 

T he object population defines three methods to solve a value message. The 

llrllL is the external interface. It just expands the call with an extra parameter. 

'J'IIis parameter Inst represents possible instantiat ions of att ribute values, resulting 

f'ron1 IDEA's internal calc.ulations. The second aswers internal messages sent to the 

vnriable by other knowledge bases. Finally, the third method answers a value message 

frmn the operator knowledge base. In IDEA computations are generally performed 

lu Prolog. However, there are some cases in which an operator cou ld be directly 

npplied by the database on its raw data, before returning the tuples to Prolog. The 

operator knowledge base recognizes such cases and uses the third value rule to send a 

tucssage to an appropriate data dictionary element. The complete defi nition of value 

IH inherited by the variable object, (super in the code). 

The task of the variable object is to translate a value query into the correspond

lug SQL query for an appropriate database. This is done in two steps. The first step 

t,rnnslates the query into a complete logical description of the variable, and finds an 

ltppropriate database to solve it. If the user has not explicitly selected a database, 

11)8A can backtrack over all the available databases that are capable of answering the 

rcC(uested query. The second step, performed by the data dictionary knowledge base 

(Hee section 6), translates the logical query into SQL, according to the characteristics 

uf the database it represents. 

6.2 Attributes 

' l'hc attribute knowledge base is used during a computation to obtain information 

"bout attribute values and types. At tributes are described as logical objects, in

tlcpendent from their actual codification in the database relations. The translation 

b ·tween attribute logical representations and their corresponding database fields is 

performed by the data dictionary knowledge base. 

Attribute value types are mostly numeric (for example the value 1993 for the type 

yoar of attribute ti111e ). Some are enumerated types represented by string con

HLI\nts. Different types for the same attribute may be related to one another by ag

gregation. For example, the value type of a plac~ attribute can be city, province, 
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health-district (usl) or region Cle I . 
gro_uping together city data belongi.n t/th~ proVl..nce _data can be computed by 
logical application an attribute t . gk same provmce. In TDEA 's epidemjo

code for the place attribute is t~:~o~J~o:i~~~ as its granularity. The SJCStus objec& 

place::{ 

naae (place) a 
auper(attributes) t 

X available granularities 
granularity([city, usl, province, region)) l 

X granularity compatibility 
gr_result(X,X,X) :- ! 1 
gr_result(city, usl , usl) l 

gr_result(usl, city, usl) l 

X available output dif' co ~cations 

output_type(dty, [code, name]) l 

output_ type(usl, [nwaber) ) t 

~ used to estimate number of 
d~tferent_values(city, 341) t 

dlfferent_values(usl, 41 ) l 

answer tuples 

X internal database relation storin r . 
granularity relation(gpla~ ) g g anularlty correspondence 

- .... e_cupr t 

~gres_type(city , integer) t 
lngres_type(usl, integer) t 

dynamic codifica/5 t 

load_city_cod :-

X LogicSQt query to INGRES 
user:lsql(select (cplace_c.name:Name 

from [cplace_c]) , • cplace_c.code:StandardCode) 

<:retractall(codjty(place cit 
<· t ' y, name, Name, StandardCode)), 

. re ractall(codify(place, city, code, S 
<:assertz (codity(place city tandardCode, StandardCode)) , 
<:assertz(codify(place' ' t , name , Name, StandardCode)), 
fail t • cl y, code , StandardCode, StandardCode)), 

load_city_cod. 
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X todify dictionary 
' "'1\ty(place, city, na111e, 'PIACEHZA' , 33000) l 

•n~lty(place, city, code , 33000 , 33000) l .. 
•utlify(place, region, nue , •EMILIA ROM!GliA ', 8) l 

lltcl l !y(place, region, code, 8, 8) t 

I. 

In IDEA, the same attribute value can be expressed by or to the user under differ-

Ill codifications. For example place(city:bologna) represents the same informa-

Mou ofplace(city:37006). The attribute knowledge base implements a dictionary 

l.n trnnslate attribute values into and from a logical standard codification which is un

dNslood by each object in IDEA knowledge bases. Through this standard codification 

nil objects in the system can understand each other and exchange information . 

Tbe values of each attribute type (granularity) are stored in the internal database, 

tu1d inserted in the appropriate attribute knowledge base at IDEA startup time. This 

toolution allows to mantain the Prolog code independent from the codification values 

whi ch can be easily updated by the system administrator, using standard database 

tools. 

5.3 Indicators 

An indicator is the result of an operation which generally combines data originating 
rrorn different databases. Its knowledge base must specify the variables and the sta-

tit~ tical or mathematical formula necessary to compute it. An example of indicator 
!11 the mortality.rate of a population, computed ruviding the mortality variable 
(uumber of deaths) by the population variable. The indicator is qualified by the 

nLtributes place, age , sex and time, which we have already seen for population, 

with the addition of cause , recording the cause of death. Here is the SICStus objects 
intplemenlation of the epidemiological indicator mortality .rate: 

• ortalit y_rate(Term) :: 
{ 

super(indicator) t 
name ( ' Mortality Rate') t 

variables([mortality,population]) t 

output_default(table , [time, place, cause, age, sex)) l 

value (Tuple) :-
self : : value (Tuple, 0 ) t 

value(Tuple,Inst) :-
operator:: value (ault (rate( 

• ortality (Ter• ) , 
population (Term) 
) . 



}. 
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) , 
1000), Tuplel, Inst), Tuplel • •• [result I List], 

Tuple • •. [mortality_ratelList] l 

attribute(!, place, city) t attribute(2, age, year) t 
attribute(3, sex, a ex) t 
attribute (4, time, year) l 
attribute(S, cause, I CD-IX) 

Each indicator sends the value messages it receives to the operator object, which translates the message into a computable operation for the operator mu1t and then sends the t ranslated message to this operator. The indicator knowledge base also implements a set of predicates called by the user interface to check the semantic correctness of a query. Some of these predicates are general-purpose checks, others are strictly related to the epidemiological domain. An example of a general-purpose semantic check is the predi~ate check/3, which implements the compatibility of attribute types (granularity). In IDEA , this otherwise standard check is quite complex, since even a logically correct attribute granularity, may not be computable from the available databases. For indicators, the semantic check must first determine the logical correctness of the specified granularities, starting from the granularities of the variables computing the indicator. Then it must verify the availability of such granularities in the connected databases. This search is difficult, since the same variable may be computed from different databases. For example, if an indicator is computed with three variables and each variable by two databases, the algorithm must examine all eight possible combinations of databases, to flnd the best one for solving the initial query. Another interesting semantic predicate is check-tempo, used to check the compatibility of data with respect to their temporal attributes. In epidemiology in fact, it is possible to combine databases referring to different temporal data. For example the indicator mortality ..rate in 1993 could be computed using mortality data of 1993 and population data of a recent year, but non necessarily 1993. The check_tempo algorithm determines, according to a set of epidemiological inference rules, the best available data, from a temporal point of view. It is clearly a predicate strongly related to a specific application domain . 

5.4 Operators 
To conclude this section, we will briefly discuss the only domain-independent knowledge base of the logical layer : the operator knowledge base. This knowledge base provides two important fundionalities: the translation of the standard functional syntax, which describes mathematical and statistical calculations, into Prolog predicates and the implementation of operators over constrained values, represented by variable and indicator tuples. 
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. which takes in input two variables (or two ' l'hc result of applymg an operator o~ ,bl . d' ator) var3 Its value is the result d 2 'sanewvana e(li11C · . f 
lt••ll• 1\l.ors) varl an var ' I d 2 Its set of attributes is the umon o .. r npplying op on the values of var12 a~ v~e ~peration to be meaningful, values of '"" n11t. of attributes of varl and var · ort b th same i e var3 must satisfy the ' b · 1 and var2 mus e e • · · 
.. III IIIID H attn utes lD var 
Pll ltl constraints as var1 and vhar~. I t tion of an arithmetical operator, which 

l~••tlowing is an example oft e lmp emen a •• the simplest set of IDEA operators: 

tt I v :: { 
super(op_arith) t 

name(div) t 
value(List, Answer, Inst) 

( · • r Inst ) t auper <: value Llst, ,.nswe ' 

execute_op(Var1 , Var2: Result) :-. . Attempt to divide by zero'), nl, (Var2 •• 0 -> wr1t e(' Attent1on · . . Result is 0 I• for aimpllClty •/ . Result is Var1/Var2 ) . 
}. 

b d' a value message to the generic operator In l(••ucral, operators are compu~~· y ~~n Ll~g nslates the functional-style syntax of a uld••cl in the knowledge base. IS 0 J~~ _ra d tood by single operators. Then it ul uo query into the P rolog representa ~on un ersriate operator object (for example tl11ll vt•rs the tran~lated. value query to ~1: a~~:~~~ operator object, first computes tllv) . The algortthm Implemented .by to L~s computation all external( input) con"'" vnlue of the first operand, passtng d . any constraint (attribute values) all lliiiLs. l t then computes the se~nd ~?er~n i~:~t~acts the values from the two re''"rlvcd from the first computation: ma ~ to these values and produces a result l lllLiug tuples, applies the arithmetic opera or ' l•q>lc. 

(} The Knowledge Base of t he Physical Layer 
. al Ia er is to map the logical description of Thll main purpose of the IDEA physic . ~ nd rocedures which compute it. 1111 I OEA variable into the lo~-level des~nEtl~;~e: e ~ases of th~ logical layer wit.b 'l'hiiS, the pltysical layer provides all tde' ntl· dagtabases connected to IDEA. This . h d t cess data store m 1e " lllll~orm met 9 o ac . the lo ical layer simple views of data that can t n.~~k IS performed by exportmg .to Eg 1 . codifies the knowledge needed to 

. I d t mpute vanables. ac I VIew l•n direct y use o co ~s d t base name relation and field names, 
. . bl lu . DDtn name a a ' llllncvc a vana e va e. d' d'fi t' d k I d e about fiel co I ca IOns. a••rrss proce ures, now e g II I ls of the Data Dictionary J(nowledge The components of this layer are a e e~e~lo ical views ofthc fields and relations liMe. A data didionary eleme~L defines a sed o t g IDEA variabl~ description and it of" Sllecific database. Each VICW corrcspon s o an 
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looks like a set_ of Pr~log clauses for the predicate value. A data dictionary implo
me~ts each van~ble v1ew by dynamically mapping logical constraints represented by 
attnbute values mto_dilferent SQL queries. Furthermore, even though the meaning of 
t~e field conte1~t of dtlferent databases may coincide, their value codifications may still 
dtlfer su~stant1ally. Therefor~, _a data dictionary knows how attributes are coded In 
~he relat10ns of the database 1t mterfaces, and can translate physical attribute value. 
mto or from logical codifications. 

We hav~ al_ready described how a variable is computed by sending a value message 
to _a data ~1ct10nary element. Here we will look closely at the implementation of tho 
obJects wh1ch answer these messages. 

The fol~O\~ing example shows a schema of the value predicate implementation in 
the data d_tct_10nary element called regional..population. The example shows how 
the data d1ctJonary knowledge base implements its main tasks. 

regional_population::{ 

value(population, var(Var), 
time(GraT:Time), 
place(GraP:Place), 
age(CraA:Age), 
sex(GraS:Sex)) :-

<:check_gran(population, place(GraP:Place)), 
<:solve_code(sex, GraS, Sex , CSex), .•. 
::var_or_atomic(population, sex, CSex), 
::relation(!, time(Time), Rel), 
::field(1, CSex, MaleOrfemale), 
I• LogicSQL query •I 
user:lsql( 

select [sum(Rel.MaleOrfemale):Var, 
place_gra.GraP:Place , 
age_gra.GraA:Age] 

} 

from [Rel, place_gra, age_gra] 
where (Rel.age = age_gra.year, 

Rel.cod_com .. place_gra.city] 
groupby [age_gra.GraA, 

place_gra.GraP], 
SQLQuery, 
VarList), 

::execute_query(SQLQuery, VarList), 
<:solve_code(sex, GraS, Sex, CSex) t 

_A val~e message sent to a data dictionary must always specify a variable name, 
wl11l~ attnbut_e. values can be left unspecified. When an attribute value is present, it 
~pec1fies co~d1t10ns .tt~~l, must be satis fied by the returned result. The variable value 
ts returned Into an 111tL1ally unbound Prolog variable. 
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For example, the computation of the epidemiological variable population for all 
11 11,!'11 nud sexes in the year 1993 and in the towns whose national codes are 37006 and 
1'1007, can be activated by sending to the data dictionary regional..population the 
l" llowing message: 

w• luo(population,var(l),time(year:1993),place(city:[37006,37007)),age (year:A) ,sex(sex :S)) , 

T his call uses Prolog backtracking to return all the population tuples satisfying 
Uu• requested constraints. For example: 

•• lluo(population , var(8), tia~e(yea..r:1993) ,place(city: [37006,37007]) ,age(year :O) ,sex( .. x :•» , 
•~tuu (populat ion,var(9),tillle(year:1993),place (city:[37006,37007]),age(year:O),sex(sex:f)) . ... 

'!'hanks to the data dictionary knowledge base, all IDEA logical components can 
luteract with variable values as if they were a set of Prolog facts. 

The data dictionary takes care of all the physical details about database, relation 
1111d field names, about operations on fields, about access procedures to local or remote 
tl tLI,!Lbases, about codifications to and from standard attribute values. 

T he heart of a data dictionary implementation is a Logic.SQL query. LogicSQL is 
1\ logical language, part of the APPEAL programming environment [5). It allows to 
ltilcrface SQL queries in Prolog. A LogicSQL clause has the same semantics of the 
l'urrcsponding SQL clause, with the addition of logical variables. These variables can 
lw used in input or output, depending on their being ground or not at execution time. 

T he LogicSQL query, specified in the body of this value clause ads as a con
Ugurable input mask which gathers, at run-time, all possible variables' constraints 
1md produces the appropriate SQL query. This query, in turn, will be sent to the 
hppropriate database, according to the access methods inherited by the object. 

An interesting aspect of a data dictionary object shown by the example is that 
llOtne relation and field names in the LogicSQL query are expressed as Prolog variables. 
'l'hese variables will be instantiated at query execution-time by calling the Prolog 
predicates: relation/3 and field/3. 

This solution was adopted to solve the problem of databases, whose organization 
does not fit the data logical view in the application. Tltis is true when a variable 
ntlribute does not have any direct counterpart in the database. 

For example, in t1te database regionaLpopulation, which is used to compute 
t,hc population variable, data for different years is stored in different relations. In 
other words, the attribute time does not correspond to a specific database field. 

The regional.population data dictionary must then contain a mapping between 
the logical time values and the corresponding database relation names. These facts 
nre: 

r el ation(l, time(year:1991), relpop1991) k 
~ elation(l, time(year :1992), relpop1992) k 
r elation(l, time(year:1993), relpop1993) k 
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The computation mechanism works accordingly to the LogicSQL data retrieval model: one tuple at a time is retrieved using Prolog backtracking. In our example, when the time attribute is left unbound, regionaLpopulation first computes all the tuples derived from the first relation relpop1991. Then it ba.ckt.racks over the relation predicate, finds the second relation fact and builds a new SQL quer1 containing the next available year and relation . This process goes on until no mort relation facts are found. 
When there is a mismatch between logical attributes and their representation ia the database, a further problem arises in the computation of statistical operaton, like aggregation. This is the case of the sex attribute in our example. Clearly thete computations could not be translated into a single SQL query. The solution was to exchange data with the logical layer. More specifically, we added a rule to the data dictionary, which handles these cases by delegating them to an appropriate element or the operator knowledge base. In these cases, statistical computations over attributea are thus solved at the logical level. 

Finally, the data dictionary solves the problems related to attribute granularity translations. Logical attributes often specify granularities which are not directly found in the database relations. A solution would be to Jet the database return the data witb its stored granularity and then perform the necessary translations (mainly aggregations) at the logical level, using the operator knowledge base. However, for efficiency reasons, IDEA implements this translation in the physical layer, using SQL. More specifically we stored a set of internal database relations, which define the correspondence between granularity values {place...gra and age...gra in the example). The computaLion of a variable then joins the relation containing the variable value with relations storing granularity mappings. The output result (the projected field in the SQL query) for an attribute with "translated" granularity is the field of the mapping table corresponding to the logical granularity. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 
As pointed out in the introduction, intelligent data retrieval and indicator computa... tions, are only the first steps of a management decision support system. We think that our implementation, based on knowledge representation, inference rules and logic programming, will make the data analysis and interpretation phase of the system easier to conceive, to design and to implement. 

Another important aspect we have addressed in IDEA is the possibility of describing management indicators indipendenLiy of the physical data used to compute them. However, this independence between logical and physical descriptions is not complete in the current implementation. Domain experts can completely define only indicators. Variables still require a knowledge base designer who can program their representations in the data dictionary. 
It is in our future plans to attempt t.o overcome this problem by augmenting the power of the inference process that translates logical knowledge into its physical counterpart. The idea is to remove all variable references from the data dictionary, leaving 
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tllll,)' nltributes as communication vehicles between logical and physical representa... 
" ""• 

. . f t have not yet done a complete 
While general perfor~an.ces are ~ut~ slatts a~ ~ry,bwe e of the first goals, before tludy of IDEA's ineffictenctes. Thts wtl .certam y eon '" '""'·ding to the second phase of the ptOJect. 
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Abstract. 

We describe the analysis and the formulation in CHIP of a problem concerning the 

optimal management of a large inter-banking computer network. Banks use !his network to 

send one another messages and applicative data. 

During the analysis, many different policies of management of lhe computers have 

been defined and many strategies to obtain local and global optimal management of 

resources have been proposed. Each strategy can be represented as a constrained search 

problem. We presem one of these problems in detail: the traffic produced by m software 

processes of the computer of a bank must be partitioned among n computers of the 

network. The optimising task is to minimise the unbalance of employment of the 

computers. 

A prototype of the application has been developed in CHIP, an extension of Prolog 

combining the declarative aspects of logic programming with the efficiency of constraint 

solving techniques. The language resulted to be flexible and to permit rapid software 

development. 

• This work has been partially supported by "Progeno Finalizzato Sistomi lnformatici e 

Cak:olo Parallclo" of CNR. 
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J Introduction 

In this paper, we describe the analysis and the implementation in CHIP of an 

11pplication supporting the management of a large inter-banking computer network. Banks 

use this .network to send one another messages and applicative data. The application splits 

t11e traffic produced by one bank among the computers of the network. The optimising 

task is to minimise the unbalance of employment and the memory consumption in the 

computers. 

The problem of the optimal location of resources of the network is gaining more 

nnd more in evidence to the management of the network. Due to the relevance of the data 

being transferred, the correct working of the network is fundamental. Since the number of 

banks using the network and the number of services they require is rapidly increasing, the 

management must locate resources without loosing sight of the future. On the other hand, 

the underutilization of computers is an economic damage to avoid. These contrasting 

requirements originate a set of constrained search problems. During the analysis, we 

defined many different policies of management of the computers and many strategies to 

ohtain local and global optimal management of resources. Furthermore, the network is an 

entity which continuously changes structures and needs. The flexibility of the language is 

rundamental to develop an application in this context, but even more important is the 

rupid software development and maintenance. Another requirement on these optimisation 

npplications is an acceptable efficiency to let them be used also as simulation tools. To 

meet all these needs, we chose to make use of the language CHIP v4. 1 distributed by 

Cosytec. 

CHIP is an extension of Prolog combining the declarative aspects of logic 

programming with the efliciency of constraint solving techniques. It has been designed to 

lnckle real world constrained search problems. It reduces significantly the development time 

of these applications while preserving most of the efficiency of procedural languages. 

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 brieny describes the language; section 3 

lmroduces the characteristics of the network and lhe problem the application aims to solve; 
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section 4 explains lhe formaJization in CHIP of the problem, section 5 reportS lhe obtained 
computational results; section 6 contains some conclusive remarks. 

2 The CLP Language CHIP 
In spite of its elegance, readability and clean semantics, logic programming aJways 

suffered of two main problems: lhe limitations imposed by Lhe uninterpreted terms of the 
Herbrand universe, and by its simple but uniform computation rule. The first problem was 
faced by lhe CLP scheme [12], an extension of the LP scheme where unification in the 
Herbrand universe has been replaced by lhe concept of constraint-solvability in some 
specific domain(s) of application. A partial solution to lhe second problem was indicated by 
Galla ire [9] and by Van Hentenryck [ 17], who advocated lhe use in logic programming of 
constraint manipulation and propagation techniques developed in the late 70s and early 80s 

I by the artificial intelligence community n 5, 14). These two fields of research originated 
many new logic languages. One of lhe most interesting is CHIP [6, 17). CHIP is a 
powerful language combining lhe declarative aspects of logic programming with lhe 
efficiency of constraint solving techniques. It extends Prolog by introducing three new 
computation domains in addition to Herbrand universe: finite domains for natural numbers, 
boolean terms and linear rational terms. For each of them CHIP uses speciaJised constraint 
solving techniques: local consistency techniques for finite domains, boolean unification for 
boolean terms and symbolic simplex-like algorithm for rational terms. In particular, the 
constraints over finite domain variables can be arithmetic(>. s, =,~).symbolic (element, 
alfdiffercnt, at/east, armost and many other), or user defined. CHIP has been designed to 
tackle real world constrained search problems. Such problems appear in areas as diverse as 
operation research, biology, finance, and hardware/software design. CHIP has been 
successfully applied to many industrial problems in the areas of planning, scheduling and 
circuit design [1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 16). 

Logic programming is an appropriate language for stating combinatorial search 
problem: its relational form makes it easy 10 state constraints while its (don't know) non 
determinism removes the need for programming a search procedure. Unfortunately, 
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t• uclitional logic programming languages can also be very inefficient largely because of n 
llll"sivc use of constraints as tests instead of an active use in pruning the search space. As 
" consequence, traditional logic programming languages lead to a generate and test approach 
with its well known.performance problems. On Lhe contrary. CHIP's philosophy might be 
~tated as constrain and generate . To give an intuition of the difference between Lhe two 
upproaches, consider the foUowing simple CHIP program, which is closely related to our 
11pplication : 

find_solution([A,B,C,D)) :

[A,B,C,O) : : [0,1], 

6 If>: 3*A+5*B, 

7 #>= 8*C+2*D, 

A+C I= 1, 

B+O i= 1, 

' 
\ 

% 

labelling ((A, B, C, D)) · 

f >= and t= are operators on 
linear terms on domain variables 

corresponding 10 2:: and= 

The goal : ~find_solution ((A, B , c, D]). is solved by the system through Lhe 
following steps: 

declares that the variables A. B, C. D can be assigned to 0 I) [A,B,C,D)::[O,l) 

or 1; 

6 * >= 3 *A+ 5 *B is declared. The system tries to remove inconsistent values. No 2) 

values are removed. 

3
) 

7 4 >= 8 *C+ 2 *D is declared. The system removes the inconsistent value 1 from 
the domain of C and hence assign C to 0. 

4) A+O t= 1 is declared. The system removes the inconsistent value 0 to the domain 
A and A is assigned to 1. Since A is a variable of constraint 2). this constraint is 
reconsidered (it is waked) and the inconsistent value 1 to B is removed and hence B is 
assigned to 0. 

5) O+D #= 1 
is declared. The system removes the inconsistent value 1 from Lhe 

domain o and hence D is assigned to 1. 
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6) labelling ( [1, 0, 0, 1]) is executed. labelling is a buill-in or user defined 

predicate that searches for all possible combinations of residual values in the domains of 

the variables which form a solution. During this search, a constraint is waked every time 

the domain of one of its variables is modified. ln this particular case the only solution has 

been already found and hence no back-tracking steps are taken. 

Notice that writing an active Prolog program or an procedural program comparable 

to this simple CHIP program involves the explicit coding of all tests. The user is free from 

programming the most tedious and time requiring pans of the code. 

3 A Large I n ter- Ba nkin g Comput er Ne t work an d its 

Ma nagement 

The application concerns the optimal management. of a la(ge inter-banking computer 

network. The network architecture is defined according to the lSO-OSI (International 

Standard Organisation- Open System Interconnection) standards [10, II). Banks use this 

network to send one another messages and applicative data. Every computer of the 

network, called front-end (FE), is located on a bank, called site, and it is connected to a 

computer of the bank (usually a mainframe), called hosL The user agent (UA) is an 

applicative soflware located on the host, and it manages the transfer of data from and to the 

bank through the network: when a bank sends a message to another bank (called remote), it 

entrusts a user agent located on the host. This user agent relies on the services of a front

end located on the site. This from-e~d, following the instructions of the user agent, sends 

the message to the remote bank passing from the remote front-end to the remote user agem 

located on the remote host. Messages arc measured in protocol data units (PDA) or bytes. 

In the following, ifUA relies on the services of FE, we say that UA is associated to 

FE. Every user agent is associated to a unique front-end, while a front-end can be associated 

to more than one user agent 
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SITE1 X.2S network SITE2 

HOST1 HOST2 

• 
• 

• 
This set of associations m·ust satisfy the constraint that the number of packet data 

unlls sent and received by a front-end must not be greater than a fixed maximum (per hour 

111 per day). The number of packet data units sent and received by a front-end is the sum of 

the PDAs sent and received by the user agents associated to that front-end. 

Any set of associations satisfying these constraint is not definitive. The most 

fn·quent reasons to change it arc 

a) the decreasing/increasing of traffic managed by some user agents, or the creation 

ol new user agents; 

b) the adoption of a different policy of management of the FEs. As examples of 

policies: downloading a particular set of FEs which supports critical applications; 

c·oncentrating loo,ds outside some hours to permit hardware and software mruntenance. 

All these goals can be achieved changing the association of some user agents. In the 

following we will say that (the association of) UA is moved from FE1 to FE2 if the 

nNsociation UA-FE 1 is replaced by the association UA-FE2. However, changing an 
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association implies a subslantial work of reconfiguration of the involved objects. For this 

reason, Lhe modifications are made locally and incrementally. The number of involved user 

agents strictly depends on the ob1ained result 

These contrasting requirements originate a set of constrained search problems. In 

the foJJowing section we describe one of these problems Lhrough the formalization of a 

simplified example. 

4 The AU-FE Association Problem. An Integer Programming 
Formulation. 

On a sile of the network, n user agents UAJ, ... , UA0 are associated 10m from-ends 

FE t •... , FErn. Due to a variation of the traffic managed by each user agent, we are in 

presence of an unbalance of employment of Lhe from-ends. This is in contrast with the 
I 

current policy of managemenl which requires that they should be charged approximalely 

with the same load of traffic. As a consequence, the management is thinking 10 move some 

user agenl$ to achieve Lhe balance. Since Lhey cannot change all the associations, they 

impose Lhe constraim the MaxMoves is the maximum number of user agents they will 

move. 

We formulate Lhe problem as an integer programming one. Let UAij be a boolean 

variable whose value is 1 if UAj is associated to FE;. and it is 0 otherwise. The set of 

variables u A i j can be partitioned in two subsets 0 I d and New . 01 d is the set of 0 

variable OAi j such that UAj is actually associated 10 FEi. This association is preserved iff 

UAi j=l. New is the set of (m-l)*n variables UAij such that UAj is not actually 

associated FE;. Then UAj is moved and associated to FEj iff UAij=l . The constraint on 

the maximal number of moves maxMoves can be slated as 

LuAijeNew UAij s MaxMoves. 

Since every user agent must be associated to a unique from-end, for every j we state ~e 

additional constraint 
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If ·r r f j is Lhe quantity of traffic managed by UAj. the tolal traffic assigned 10 FEj is 

~j UAij * Trfj. 

Assume now that AverageLoadi is the load on front-end FE; which achieves 

1lir balance of employment on the machines. Any additional traffic will be considered as 

1111 overload. h is imporlant to measure Lhc overload because this is the quantity we would 

like to minimise. OverLoadi is the minimal quantity to add to AverageLoadi to be 

IJr CBier or equal than the traffic assigned 10 FEj. This traffic cannot exceed a maximum 

lnnd MaxLoadi. This can be expressed by the constraints: 

AverageLoadi + OverLoadi ~ ~j UAij * Trfj. 

0 ~ AverageLoadi + OverLoadi $ MaxLoadi 

The second constraint can be omitted declaring OverLoadi as a domain variable whose 

rrr inimum is 0 and whose maximum is Ma:x:Loadi -AverageLoadi. 

The total overload on the site is defined as the sum of the overloads of the front

ends. This is the cost function. 

TotOverLoad = Li OverLoadi 

4. J Exploiting CHIP Flexibility 

The main drawback of this formulation is Lhe number of variables it needs. In the 

most complex case we deal with 46 UA located on 10 FE, hence the boolean matrix has 

'160 elements. Using the nexibility of the language, we have tried to define an efficient 

labelling procedure to explore Lhe boolean matrix. The boolean matrix has m rows (as 

many as the FEj) and n columns (one for each UAi). Them elements of column j are the 

m variables UA•j relatives to UAj while it is not true that then elements of row i are the 

" variables UA;• relatives to FEi. This is due to the fact that in every column, the first 

variable is in the set 0 I d, while all the others are in New. In this way, the actual 

association of UAj is preserved iff the first variable of the columns is assigned to I. The 
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columns of the matrix have been ordered according to Lhe decreasing order on the traffic 

T rf j managed by the UA j, because of the beuer computational time results. 

The predicate search_matrix (MaxMoves, Mat ri x) 

MaxMoves user agems in every possible way. 

moves at most 

search_matrix(MaxMoves, Matrix):

select_co lumns(MaxMoves , Matrix, ReducedMatrix) , 

search_reduced_ma trix(ReducedMatrix). 

The predicate select_columns (MaxMoves, Matrix, ReducedMatrix) 

selects in every way at most MaxMoves columns corresponding to the UAs to be moved. 

All the others associations are preserved simply assigning to 1 the first element of the 

column: 

select_columns(O, Columns, (Jl : 

! 1 dont_move_au (Columns). 

select_columns (_, [) 1 
[)). 

select_columns(N, ([ 11_1 IColumms), SelectedColumns) :

select_columns(N, Columns, SelectedColumns). 

select_columns(N, [ [OIHJ IColums), [HISelectedColumns)) :

N1 is N-1 1 

select_ columns(Nl, Columns, SelectedColumns). 

dont_move_ua([Jl. 

dont_move_ua([[11_l !Columns]): 

dont_move_ua(Columns). 

Then search_reduced_malrix moves in every way the selected UAs: 

search_reduced_matrix([)l. 

search_reduced_matrix ( ( (Elem I RestOfColumn] 1 Columns) 1 :

move_ua(Elem, RestOfColumn) , 
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search_reduced_matrix(Columns). 

The element of the column to be labelled is popped from the column for detecting 

failure as soon as possible during unification. In facl, many variables are assigned through 

constrain propagation. 

move_ua(l, ) . 

move_ua (O, [NextiRestOfColumn)) :

move_ua{Next, RestOfColumn). 

The labelling procedure searches for a feasible solution and estimates its cost 

through the call to the predicate indomain/2 which assignees to Cost its minimul 

value. This value is the cost of the feasible solution. 

labelling{Matrix, Cost) :

search_matrix {Matrix)1 

indomain{Cost, min). 

To search for the optimal solution, we call the procedure: 

min_max{labelling{Matrix, Cost), Cost). 

The predicate min_max is a higher order predicate that performs a branch and bound over 

the search space to find the minimal cost among all feasible solutions. 

Before illustrating the computational results, let us make some consideration on 

the use of constraintS. While labe 11 i ng performs the search for a new feasible 

solution, the domain of the Cost variable is restricted by the consistency techniques, and 

its minimal value i.ncreases. As soon as 'this minimal value exceeds the best value 

computed so far (the bound), a failure occurs and a new branch is explored. Moreover, 

every column is searched top-down until a variable is assigned to 1. The constraint L j 
UAi j=1 makes sure that only one clement in the column is a<;signcd tO 1. Notice Lhnt 
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the 1 abe 11 i ng procedure implies that ihis constraint will be satisfied. However, 
because of Lhis constraint, the system immediately detects failure when all the elements of 
a column (still to be searched) are assigned to 0. 

To measure Lhe effecti ve pruning of this constraint, we considered a site with 23 user 
agents and we counted how many times the procedure search_reduced_rnatrix/1 is 
called. If k is the maximal number ofUA to be moved, in a full enumeration procedure Lhis 
number is L r= lk ( 23 r) We compare two formulations: C J including all constraints of 
section 4, and C2 obtained by C J omitting the L j UAij=l constraints. ' 

Max Moves Cl C2 enumeration 

2 27 85 276 
3 51 683 2407 
4 100 2002 10902 

5 180 3496 44551 

6 134 9769 145498 

7 155 27217 390665 

8 290 67086 880969 

Unfortunate ly, the C1 formulation suffers of an useless recons ideration of 
constraints. The key point is that we are interested to detect fa ilure: a complete column 
assigned to 0. This clearly is not the case if we assign a I in a column. The problem with 
the C l formulation is that every Lime a variable is assigned to 1, all the other elements of 
Lhe columns are assigned to 0 and this wakes the traffic constraints. Unfonunately this 
waking is useless since it docs not change the minimum value of l.he Ave rageLoadi 
variables in Lhe traffic constraints. 

This problem is avoided with a liLLie trick: in Lhe C3 formulation, the constraint 
Lj UAij=l is replacedby Lj UAij ~L Thisconstraintdetcctsfailurewhen 
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1111 vnriables are assigned to 0 but when one of them is assigned to 1 the o ther variables 
111 1' 11 0 1 assigned 10 0 and hence traffic constrctints are not waked. 

Computationa l Results 
We compared the computa tional times obtained with CHIPv4.0 with the ones 

11h1niued wilh CPLEX, a tool for solving linear optimisation problems. CPLEX run on a 
'lun Spark 10/41 worksta tion, while CHIPv4 .0 run on a HP 9000n iS. CPLEX(J) 
httllcates the results obtained wi th the default seLLing of parameters, while CPLEX(2) 
lmlicates the best results obtained setting the optional parameters (ln panicular, the best 
11 Nll lts where obtained basing the branch procedure on pseudo reduced costs). 

In the following we report the computational times in seconds. Values reponed 
l11111<1e brackets indicate the time spent before running out of the settled system limits, 
without finding Lhe optimal solution. 

If the site has n user agents and m front-ends the number of possible ways to move 
111 most k user agents is Li= 1 k (ni)* (m- l }i. For n=23, m=7 and k=8 this number 

IN ttpproximately 2.5 •to12. 

Max Moves CHIP CPLEX(l) CPLEX (2) 
2 6 0.39 0.61 

3 12 1.02 1.11 

4 21 2.52 12.61 

5 29 10.71 4 .04 

6 28 17.28 9.80 

7 41 41 .63 26.87 

8 82 452 201 

9 70 (4331) (4000) 

First site: 22 UA associated to 7 FE 
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Max Moves CHIP CPLEX(l) CPLEX(2) 

2 1.6 0.19 0.54 

3 2.6 1.45 3.69 

4 7 12 18 

5 10 59 110 

6 3 45 144 

7 2.4 4 127 

8 3 0.24 99 

Second site: 21 UA associated to 5 FE 

MaxMoves C HIP 
I 

CPLEX(l) CPLEX(2) 

2 39 34 17.96 

3 152 367 176 

4 950 (1800) (1445) 

5 3092 (4200) (4016) 

Third si te: 46 UA associated LO 10 FE 

The comparison shows that the problem solved with CHlP provides better average 

results on a wider set of inputs. We do not pretend this comparison LObe exhaustive. We 

did not test an optional feature of the package that allows the user LO choose the order in 

which variables are branched. On the other hand we did not test a completely different 

formulation with CHIP that make use of symbolic constraints (like elemen t and 

cumulative) and i t permits to usc n domains variables whose domain is l..m instead of 

the n*m boolean matrix leading to a dramatic decrease of the search space. We think that 

these preliminary rcsuiLc; arc encouraging and show how CHIP can be used to model and 

solve also l inear problems, whenever deep user knowledge can be included. 
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6 Conclu s ions 

We described the analysis and formulation in CHIP of a problem of optimal 

tllanagcment of a large computer network. The application is at a prototype level but it has 

ulrcady confirmed that Lhe language is nexible, efficient and it reduces significantly the 

tlcvelopment times. The network is an entity whkh continuously changes structures and 

11ceds. In this context, the flexibility of the language is fundamental, but even more 

l rnportant is the rapid software development and maintenance. From the analysis point of 

vtew, the main advantages of the CHlP system are: 

1) it permits the rapid formulation and testing of the kernel of Lhe algorithms. 

Usually more than one formulation is admissible. It also permilS rapid formulation and 

testing of heuristics inside Lhe search procedures. This features Light the cycle analysis • 

prototyping of the application. 

2) it is suitable for the real isation of experimental prototypes to cope with boundary 

problems. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present a 9-ebugging model for a lazy functional logic pro
gramming language wltose semantics is based on lazy narrowing under a par
ticular strategy 1

: Demand Dri~en Strategy ( dd~ ). The sophisticated opera-
tional semantics under dd~ -in computing head normal forms for total functions 
applications- makes necessary to develop a good debugging model which reflects 
the computational behaviour of programs, showing the difi'erent lazy unifica
tions for demanded positions and the set of possible rules to apply depending 
on former lazy unifications. We present a debugging model bas~d on Byrd's box 

. model bu.t incorporating new kind of boxes corresponding to the different steps 
followed by dd~ in computing goals. Moreover, the presented debugging model ' 
is also appropriate for other existing strategies for lazy narrowing, such a.s the 
naive 3trategy. 

1 Introduction 

' Jihc amalgamation of lazy functions and higher order programming in a logic pro-
1\l'tLJnming language raises special problems which have been analyzed in many recent 
proposals [10],[22],[9]. The use of lazy conditional term rewriting systems has been 
l,hc base for the design of several functional logic languages such as K-LEAF [3).[10] 
1111d BABEL [22]. A common difficulty within all implementations of lazy narrowing 
I'Onsist of finding good control regimes which avoid repeated evaluations of argu
lliCnLs and minimize the risk of non termination. Currently, techniques of translation 
luLo Prolog are being used [24).[5],[1, 2],[17],[19] in order to help to solve the men; 
!.Inned problems. J?owever lazy strategies make quite bard to foresee the sequence 
nf evaluations, since the evaluation of an expression is delayed until it is needed, 
depending also on the control of searching solutions. The sophisticated operational 

"'l'hi1 research ha• been partially aupported by the Spe.n.iah National Project TIC92~0793-C02-()l 
"I'IJR."and the Esprit BRA Workjng Group NT. 6028 "CCL" . 

1 We dcmo~e by dd, to the llu1y atratcgy Along with the demond driven regime contJ'ol pre1cntcd 
Ill IH>]. 


